The editors of the journal *Individual and Society* [Človek a spoločnosť] are currently seeking theoretical and research papers, including discussions, dedicated to:

**Crises and conflicts in the context of history, psychology, and their interdisciplinary overlaps**

(historical crises and conflicts, migration crises, gender crises, conflicts with the LGBTQ+ community, the climate crisis, conflicts resulting from social injustice, economic crises, etc.)

Topics of interest include but are not limited to:

- **Climate Change and Sustainability**: Studies on the societal impact of climate change, environmental policies, and sustainability practices.
- **Racial and Social Justice**: Studies on systemic racism, equity, diversity, and inclusion in various aspects of society.
- **Political Polarization and Populism**: Analysis of political divisions, populism, and their effects on democracy and governance.
- **Gender and Sexuality**: Research on gender identity, sexual orientation, and related issues, including LGBTQ+ rights and gender differences.
- **Migration and Immigration**: Studies on immigration policies, refugee crises, and their impact on societies.
- **Identity Crises**: Crisis situations and their impact on identity; Identity crises in professional life; Digital identity and the online world.
- **Crises of Democracy - Democracy in Crisis**: Media and disinformation in relation to populism; Crises caused by corruption; Democratic crises and global politics; Historical perspectives of democratic crises.
- **Crises in Czechoslovakia in the 20th century**: Socio-economic crises, Government crises, Crises in 1938 and 1968, Post-war crises.
- **Demographic Crises** and Demographic Deficits in Europe (with a focus on Slovakia).

Please notify the editors of your preliminary interest in publication by 15 March 2024, to: durkovska@saske.sk